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ABSTRACT
The United States Training and Employment Service

General Aptitude Test Battery (GATB), first published in11947, has
been included in a continuing program of research to validate the
tests against success in many different occupations. The GATB
consists of 12 tests which measure nine aptitudes: General Learning.
Ability; Verbal9Aptitude; Numerical Aptitude; Spatial Aptitude; Form
Perception; Clerical Perception; Motor Coordination; Finger
Dexterity; and Manual Dexterity. The aptitude scores are standard
scores with 100 as the average for the general working population,
and a standard deviation of 20. Occupational norms are established in
terms of minimum qualifying scores for each of the significant
aptitude measures which, when combined, predict job performance.
Cutting scores are set only for those aptitudes which aid in
predicting the performance of the job duties of the experimental
sample. The GATB norms described are appropriate only for jobs with
content similar to that shown in the job description presented in
this report. A description of the validation sample is included.
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FOR .

GRID OPERATOR 6-98.251

B-3.77 or 5..117-

Summary.

The General Aptitude Test Battery, B-1002A, 'MIA administered in January 1957,
to 63 female workers employed as Grid Operators 6-98.251 at the Westinghouse
Electric Corporation plant in Bath, New York. Two criteria were used for vali-
dation purposes: (1) a composite of four sets of supervisory ratings and (2)
iiioduction records over a four-week period. On the basis of mean scores, cor-
relatiOns with the criteria, the qualitative analysis of wiwk performed, and
their oombined selective efficiency, Aptitudes P-Form Perception, F-Finger
Dexterity and M-Manual Dexterity were selected for inclusion in the test norms

GATB Norms for Grid Operator 6-98.251 B-377 or 5-.117

Table I shows, for B-1001 and B-1002 the minimum acceptable Score for each
aptitude included in the test norms for Grid Operator 6.-98.251.

TABLE I 1

Minimum Acceptable Soores,on,B,71001 and B-1002 for B-377 or 8-117

Aptitude Tests I

Mi i rim nn Acceptable
Aptitude Score

B-1002

Aptitude] Tests Minimum Acceptable
Aptitude Score

CB-f-A
CB-1-L

CB-17-0
CB-1-P

CB-1-M

90

90

105

Part 5
Part 7

Part 11
Part 12

IPart 9
Part 10

90

85

100

Effectivenesd of NorMs

The data in Table IV indicate that,12.of the go poor workers, or 60 percent.
of 'them, did not: achieve the: minimuia soOros.'establpihed: as cUtting scores
on the recoMmended.,test. aorpie.. This. shows::that: 60 peroent of.the .poor work..
ors:would' not have.;_been.hirealifthe..iiiciOimended test .norms had been'ulied
in the :tieleetien,,PreoeSS....'g9i9,5*.r.,:L3i:, of the 46 workers Who'
ing teat tipOrelp.:,or percenti2iiere'.

,,:.;;-;
, 4
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TECHNICAL REPORT

I. Problem

This study was conducted to determine the best combination of aptitudes &mil

minimum scores to be used as norms on the General Aptitude Test Battery for?

the ocoupation of Grid Operator 6-98.251.

Sample

The General Aptitude Test Battery, B-1002A, was administered in January 1957,

to 69 workers employed as Grid Operator 6-98.251 at the Westinghouse Electric

Corporation plant in Bath, New York. The employees tested included all Grid

Operators working at the plant, with the exception of several absentees. Six

of those tested were later eliminated from the samplefour because they had

not completed the training period aad two because complete:criterion data

could not be obtained for them. This left a final experimental sample of 63

workers. These workers were all female and were about evenly divided-between

the first and second ehifts. (The assignment to first or second shift is made

on the basis of the employee s own choice rather than on seniority or other

factors.)

On-the-job training is given to new workers. Four months is considered to be

the minimum time necessary for complete training.

Thirty-six of the tested sample had been tested with B-125 for Grid Operator

and B-212 for Mounter prior to being hired, in many cases several years before

this study-was conducted. Analysis of the test data for these 'workers showed

that the actual amount of screening daae by using these batteries was not

extensive and that the screening which was done probably had little effect on

the GATB aptitude levels of the experimental sample for this study.

Table II shows the means, standard deviations, ranges and product-momeOt

correlations with the ratings and production records criteria for age, educe-

tion and experielloe.

TAEMA: II

Means (1), Standard Deviations (c), Ranges and Pearson Product-

Mament Correlations with the Production Records Criterion (r1) and CoMposite

Ratings Criterion (r2) for Age, Education and Experience
,

Grid Operator ,6-98.251

Age (Yearsi 33.6 8.0 1§-56
Rducation yeirs) 10.6, 1.7
RIcIperience (months) 130.9. 13.4, .4-60

-.108
.075
.246*.

Signifteante.t:the .105 leVel
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The correlation betWeen ezperience and the ratings criterionis significant
at the .05.1evel. It is suggested that this pOrrelation may% reflect a bias
on the part of the raters in favor of the more 'experienced workers. This
explanation seams reasonable becauie a significant relationship between eX.'.
per ieno e and :production records' was not Obtained. An alternative eXplana
tion would be that workers ,writh the Aongerexperience have sUrvived a process
of attrition in which many who were legs Adept at, Or: congenial .to, the job
were eliminated. The average age and eduCation Of the wOrkei7s in' the sample
seem reasonable for workers in this kind 'Of job..and the'renges of age' and :
education are within the limits recammended for GATB'teSting.: Therefore,-the .

data in Table II indicate that the saMpleis suitable for tett development
purposes.

IIF. Job Description

Job Title: Grid Operator 6-98.251

Job Summary: Fabricates small electronic-tube grids by- winding fine wire
around' two 'heavier parallel wires, using an automatic lathe; operates levers
and pedals to straighten and out grids to size; trims grids by twisting off
loose wire with fingers.

Work Performed: Winds grids t Sits at automatic lathe and presses button to
turn on power. Grasps handle of machine guard-cover to automatically wind a
strip of grids. (Strip is about one foot in length a:nd contains from 6 to
20 grids.) When machine stops and guard raises, presses hand clutch lever or
turns handwheel to rotate shaft with start-ttop mark to "stop" position. De-
presses pedal to out off grid strip. Bolds grid strip lightly between thumb
and fingers of right hand, opens chuck by raising clamping lever with other
hand, and lays grid-strip on bed .of machine. Raises lever on split nut to
disengage feed screw and puthes spindle forward until chuck encloses stub Pram
which grid strip was cut. Depresses split nut lever to tighten chuck on grid
strip, picks up wound strip from machine, and lowers :machine guard to wind
another strip.

Stretches grid strip: Inserts both ends of grid strip into chucks of stretcher
and tightens chucks by pressing down levers with thumb and fingers. Depresses
stretching lever fully (1 to 2 inches) to straighten grid strip, and while hold-
ing lever down, releases right hand chuck lever. Raises stretching lever and
left hand chuck lever.

Cuts :grids from 'strips: Lif'bs grid,'Strip Out oki Stretcher,,,inSerts left end of
strip, through "cutter guide,l'Over''outter' blade,;'and!inserta Other 'end: of Strip
;.nto' holding chuok. PreBas pedal tocut off BUrplitsend 'strip. Pulls
off lOOse ',turns: ''whioh.:lia*:#Ot.theen7.:peren'ed intoleide wires 'to,
expose '. legs Of f iret grid Oheicka': leg:1.04;th by to-04* *ether swage
mark:on leg lines .-11P with guide bar. Turnis.th*byactroW;to-iidVaincie''Or, retract
grid' Strip- as' needed. goldS::'grid':.between thuMb, and forefinger and Presses: pedal -.
to 'out' off a single 7'gricl'':



Trims grids: Holds grid between thumb and forefinger of left 'hand, being
careful to avoid distortion of delicate lateral wires. Slides thumb and fore-
finger of right hand along and over end of grid to strip or"Pull off the
several loose turns.of lateral wire. Holds grid by stripped wire with thumb
and forefinger of left hand along grid to strip other-end. !fHolds opposite
ends of grid side wire between thumb and forefinger of left'hand. Strips
lateral. wire at top of grid by circular motion of fingers until it breaks off
-where peened into side wire. Twists off stripped wire at bottom of grid in
the same manner. Places grid in work tray. Continuously observes grids
while trimming for presence of unequal spacing, pushed or pulled endAurns,
insufficient swaging on grid legs, or bowed side wires.

Performs incidental duties: Requests replenishment of supply of side and
lateral mire as needed. Threads lateral wire over pulleys kuid into machine
if it breaks during run or when empty spool is replaced.

IV. Experimental Battery

All of the tests of the GATB, B-1002A, were administered to the sample group.

V. Criteria

A. Description of Criterion Measures

.j

1 Rank Order Ratings: The day-shift foreman and the night-shift foreman
each ranked the employees under his supervision with regard to overall
job performanCe. These two sets of rank order ratings were combined
into a single set by the day-shift foreman, who was well enough acquainted
with all employees to be qualified to merge the two sets of ratings.
Rerankings one month later were also obtained using the above procedure.
For purposes of the statistioal .analysis, the rank *. were converted to
linear scores.

Descriptive Rating Scale: Each of the two shift foremen rated the
employees under his supervision, using a descriptive rating scale,
and ratings made by the two foremen were treated as one distribution
for the total sample. This scale consisted of three items, each
covering an important aspect of performance of the duties of Grid
Operator 6-98.251. These three items were as follows: Quality of
Production; Quantity of Produotio22; and Flexibility (ability to shift
from one size grid to another with minimum loss of production). Each

-, of the three items had five alternative statements referring to the
adequacy of .performanoe. The number of the alternative checked by
the rater corresponded to the degree of performance of the worker
rated "1" indicating poor perfonzance and "5", indicating excellent
performance. The total score .on the scale, is equal to the sum of
the, alternatives checked for all three items. Thus, the minimum
possible score was,3 and the,maximum possible score was 15.:..Reratings
one month later were also prepared by the same foremen using the,

--descriptive rating,scale. The retatings made by the two foremen were
also treated as one distribution for the total sample. For the first
set of ratingi, the mean desoriptive rating scale soore for the
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experimental sample was 9.21, the standard deviation was 2.46, and
the range was 3-15. For the second set of ratings; the mean score
was 9.57, the standard deviation was 2.32, and the z.ange was 5-15.

3. Produotion Records: Although Qrid Operators work On grids of varijing
sizes, rather oarefully worked-out standards existif or each type of
grid, and production is expressed in terms of percentage of the
standard for each type. As a matter of fact, the wage system is based
on these standards, the worker being paid on the basis of the percent-
standard achieved during the' preceding week. In a sense, production
records are put on a "standard score" basis, and therefore made usable
for oriterion purposez. .To obviate, so far as feasible, short term
fluctuaticoas in production due to non-repetitive -causes, produotion
records were obtained for four weeks. These tour weeks were four al..
ternate weeks taken during the two months prior toj testing.

For the first and third Weeks combined, the mean of the production-
record measures for the experimental sample was 178.8, the standard
deviation was 17.5 and the range was 1317200. For the second and
fourth weeks combined, the mean soore was 179.4, the standard devia-
tion was 20.4 and the range was 117-200,

B. Analysis of Criterion Data

The reliability of the descriptive rating scale (oorrelation between
ratings and reratings) was .93; the reliability of the rank order ratings
(correlation between rankings and rerankings) was .91. These reliability
ooeffioients are not mucthigher than: the .86 correlation between the
first set of ratings"On the descriptive rating scale and the first set of
rank_order, ratings, indicating that the descriptive ,rating scale and the
rank order ratings were measuring essentially the same thing. Therefore,
-the four sets of ratings' obtained for this 'study were 'combined into an
equally weighted composite. This wae done by conVerting' each set of
ratiAga. to_ standard .scores and ue ing. the total of the four standard scores
as ,the composite soOie kat; eaoh indi*idUal in the sample. The .

reliability of the ooMposite ratings; es estimated by the _SPearman-Brown
413rophedy.TfOrimla, This optiMate. was obtained bY considering yi" .reliability: of 'eack...of the four bets of ratings' to': be' .92 (the median

, the '4,93 ,reliabilityog- the descriPtiire,,rating: scale' and the .91 ,

reliability :Of: the rank--Oider ratings) and'ithen substituting this value
4V-3 in the Spearman-Brown prophecy formula to predict the: reliability of 11

four sets- of ratings: cotbined'
; r; '2

, . 1: !' ; ; ' !Ir . ,
A The correlation 'between production recOrdetor,;.ther' first-an& third weeks

and. prodUction -,recordt for the'rseoOnd foUrth*aeks:,Wai The
cte4a1 prOdUc tion weeks a# esti-

mated
:mated :relialid-litY*4-the'*aliiiiiii4triiithiie'G98Y
reliability:, of :the. tOtal: ProduotiOn.,..records:?(.78) ;Were both' hithei.r than

total rodu&bioniwcords
thik4.3Vii

re.)feogrpitff-ditlitinylie 'arias ot per1orms:611.4; *P!llterS*11#4jbtle..

1
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VI. Statistical and Qualitative Analysis

Ow

Table III shows the means, standard deviations and Pearson product-moment
correlations with the criteria for the aptitudes of the GATB. The means
and standard deviations of the aptitudes are comparable to general working
population nonas with a mean of 100 and a standard deviation(of 20.

TABLE III

Means (M), Standard Deviations (cr), end Pearson Product-Moment Correlations
with the Production Records Criterion (ri) and Composite Ratings

Criterion (r2) for the Aptitudes of the GATB
Grid Operator 6-98.251

N = 63

Aptitudes M cr ri) r2

G-Intelligence 96.6 15.1 164 .221
V-Verbal Aptitude 96.6 13.8 -.005 .149
N-Numerical AptitUde 95.6 15.5 .210 .192
S-Spatial Aptitude 98,2 15.2 .135 .216
P-Form Perception 103.5 16.1 .126 .292*
Q-Clerical Perception 105.8 13.7 -.006 .201*
K-Motor Coordinatiam i 101.5 16.6 -.064 ,194
F-Finger Dexterity 105.1 18.4 331** .377**
M-Manual Dexterity 111.7 18.5 .181 .254*

** Significant at the .01 level
* Significant at the .05 level

The statistical results were interpreted in the light of the job analysis
data. The job analysis data indicated that the following aptitudes measured
by the GATB appear to be important for this occupations

Form Perception (P) - required to position grid strip properly
preparatory io cutting strips,, to check leg length of grid
strips visually before aut-bing, and to watch for unequal spacing,
pushed or pulled end turns, insufficient swaging and bowed side
wires while trimming A grids.

Motor Coordination (K) - required to coordinate, eyes and fingers or
s xn-Z---Ws77---nprecisely to insert grids into chucks, to trim the

grids, and to thread the wires through the lathe: I'

Finger Dexterity (P) - required to manipulate grid wires which are
.0005 fuolies io .04 inches in diameter wittiout causing, distortion.
(Distortion of the hair...like lateral grid Wires' in the greatest ob
staole the operators have to overcome in learning the job.

- Manual be;cterity - required to handle ,grid_wirea and, to ManiPu-
fa6e lhe various wheels aad levera , of the grid, lathe 'and its at-
taohed' strata r
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The data in Table III show that (1) the highest mean scores n descending
order of magnitude, were obtained for Aptitudes M, Q and F, ( ) a signifi-
cant correlation with the produotion records criterion was ob ained for
Aptitude F and (3) significant correlapiWil with the composite ratings cri-
terion were obtained for Aptitudes p, Q, F and M.

Based on the qualitative and clquantitative evidence cited above, Aptitudes P,
F and M were considered further for inclusion -in the test norms. The evi-
dence for each of these three aptitudes is indicated below.

Relatively
Aptitude High Mean,

Significant
Correlation with

Production
Records

Significant
Correlation with

Composite
Ratings

Importance
Indicated by
Qualitative
Analysis

There was good statistical evidence for Aptitude Q, which had a significant
correlation with the composite ratings and a relatively high mean score,.
However, since Aptitude Q appeared to have no importance in the qualitatiie
analysis, this aptitude was not given further consideration for inclusion in
the norms. Aptitude K, which appeared important in the qualitative analysis,
was not considered further for inclusion in the norms because of the general
lack of statistical evidence for this aptitude.
Various combinations of Aptitudes P, F ezd if with- appropriate cutting scores
were selected as trial norms. The relationship between each of these sets of

/trial norms and the criterion (dichotomized as indicated in section VII -below)
/ was determined by means of the tetrachoric correlation technique. A comparison

of the results showed that norms consisting of Aptitudes P, F and M with cutting
scores of 90, 85 and 100, respectively, had a selective efficiency which was as
good as, or better than that of any other set ,of norms tried.

In test development studies an attempt is made to develop a set of norms
such that the cutting score for each aptii:,ude will be set at a five-pOint
score level ()lose to one ,standard deviation below, the aptitude mean of the
experimental sample. Adjustments .of witting ,seores -from,One standard,deir
viation below the mean are ide to effect ,better 'selective effiCiencY Of

. _ 0,1 " . ,0

the norms. In the case of this study the aptitude cutting scores are each
within ten points of one standard deviation below the aptitude mean of the

; _experimental...scampi!.

VII. - Concurrent Validity of Norms

In-order 'to dompute.. the tetraehoric,'COrrelatiOn
.:ariteria, the, orkteria A 'imiltiple4nardle?on'!"PrOduCtiOn
..reOOrds and .compOeite
.In order -to.fiti.e5rOdici-tiOn..reCOidfi'iiiiafiiitiii-"'.:41-iiikl.:*#

criterion, the cutting sio.OreaThOni'
OaMe.'.ntonbei.i

.

. , . . -
:`

.
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was chosen so that the obtained cutting scores, when applied to the data,
would result in plaoing as close as possible to one third of the sample in
the low criterion group. Application of this technique resulted in setting
a cutting score of 109 on the composite ratings and 84 on thei production
/record measures. All workers with soores of less than 109 oni oomposite

/ ratings and/or less than 84 on production records were plamed in the low.
/ criterion group and designated asc"poor workers"; all other 4orkers were

plaoed in the high criterion group and designated as "good workers." -Table,
IV shows the relationship between test norms consisting of Aptitudes P, F
and II with cutting scores of 90, 85 and 100, respectively, and the diehoto- .

mized criterion for the experimental sample. (

TABLE. :IV

Relationship between Test Norma Consitting of Aptitudes P, F and
with Critioal Scores of 90, 85 and 100, Respectively, and the

Criterion for Grid Operator 6-98.251

N = 63

Non-Qualifying
Test Scores

Qualifying
Test Soores

Good Workers

'Poor *WOrkers

Total

X2 = 5.571

PA< .01

_nTotal_

43

20

63

The data in the above table indicate a significant relationship between the
test norms and the criterion for this sample.

. VIII Conclusions

On the basis of' mean scores, oorrelations with the criterion, job analysis
data and their coMbined selectiiie effiCiency, APtitUdes P, F and id with

miriiinnta scores of 90, 85 i.nd 100, roiliectively, are' recommended as B-1002

.norms for the oceurriition- of- Grid -Opeiator, 698,251. The 'equivil-ent .5-10017,' ...

.. ` n arms consist of1P=90, F-90 and.MIT105':
. L. ' t

MD Determination of Occupational Aptitude Pattern _________ ...........-......._

When the speeific .test norms for an occupation include three aptitudes, only
those Occupational Aptitude Patterns which,include -these three aptitudes with
cutting soores 'the.t ,are .within10 points- of -,the cutting scóres. established for
the spectifio ,norms,, are., oonsidersd., for that occupation., --.,Npne: of the .existing
23 OcTaPaMscaail:.:404.4d0;;Fait4:08,:mPre, requiruents .talia..studY
Ther.fcT4,*00.:Axi,it 04137,, t.141,140:40tis*#.441:ireelom*,A!,ted
for ,the;,:occupation a+arFlIWe.

fUtUre groupings of ooupations in. the'::develOPMentof'
P4111_, 00upwaonar-Alitia4a, a -14

,


